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Abstract

This experiment’s purpose was to show that light pollution does not exclusively affect

light visible to the naked eye, but rather leaks out beyond what the human eye can typically see.

Based on a study conducted in Croatia on the phenomena of near-infrared (Near-IR) light

pollution where Near-IR light pollution was measured using special cameras and image

processing, special devices called Sky Quality Meters (SQMs) that output a number indicating

the average brightness in the device sensor’s field of view. These devices have a special filter

that makes it so only visible light is detected by the sensor by default, so one of the devices had

to be modified to remove the aforementioned filter and have another filter that only lets Near-IR

light pass through be placed in front of the device’s sensor. Once the devices had been shown to

function properly via a test run, the devices and a notebook were taken to various places

throughout the Tucson area collecting 10 samples of data per night, although one of the locations

was done twice and had 20 samples in both Visible and Near-IR in total. Once data had been

collected, the results were put into a spreadsheet and charts were made that indicated Near-IR

light light pollution although existant (the ANOVA Test p-value for Near-IR data was practically

0) it was less prevalent than in visible light, supporting the hypothesis somewhat that if visible

light pollution is present at a location, then near-infrared light pollution should also be present.
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Researchable Question

How does light pollution affect Near-IR night sky ambient brightness in comparison to how it

affects Visible ambient night sky brightness?

Hypothesis

If visible light pollution is present at a location, then there should also be Near-IR light pollution

due to the similarities of Visible and Near-IR light.

In the above hypothesis, the location is the Independent Variable, Visible light pollution is the

control and Near-IR light pollution is the main dependent variable.
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General Background

Electromagnetism and Infrared

The electromagnetic [EM] spectrum is a spectrum which interacts with matter and consists of all

possible wavelengths that photons/electromagnetic waves [light] can have. This spectrum is

divided into various parts which are as follows: Gamma rays, X-rays, Ultraviolet, Visible light,

Infrared, Microwaves, and Radio Waves. Infrared is a section of the electromagnetic spectrum

that ranges from approx. 0.7 μm to 1 mm [1000 μm]. (Wikipedia Contributors) This part of the

spectrum consists of longer waves than visible light, but shorter than microwaves. However,

infrared consists of many bands that differ depending on the standard used. There are three

general ranges that are used by almost all standards: near-infrared [0.7 μm to 5 μm], mid-infrared

[5 μm to 25 μm], and far-infrared [25 μm to 1 mm]. (Wikipedia Contributors)

Sources and Uses of Infrared

Plenty of older household appliances, such as TV remotes, use near-infrared to communicate

with the TV or other receiving device and send it signals (Wikipedia Contributors). Infrared

along with visible light is able to heat up objects at high intensities [such as those emitted from

the sun] and was what led to the discovery of infrared (Wikipedia Contributors). Infrared is the

light irradiated from warm objects such as human beings due to the wavelengths created by

black-body radiation at those temperatures. Although the light waves created by the human body

are noticeably longer than the near-infrared used in this experiment [peaks at approximately 9.3

μm [According to Planck’s Law and assuming that the average human body temperature is

312K]]. Black-body radiation [also known as thermal radiation] by the sun produces a blinding

[which is Rayleigh scattered in the atmosphere] amount of visible light and a large amount of
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infrared as well (Wikipedia Contributors). Every cosmological object that produces/reflects

visible light also produces/reflects near-infrared light [The moon, other planets/stars, etc].

Infrared in Astronomy

In astronomy, infrared is used to observe stars and other cosmological objects that do not show

as much in visible light. Near-Infrared acts similarly to visible and is often incorporated as part

of the optical range. (Wikipedia Contributors) For example, the Hubble Space Telescope, which

is considered to be an optical telescope, was able to see near-infrared as well as visible and

near-ultraviolet [300 nm to 400 nm] Astronomically, there are various bands of IR that stretch

across the entire IR spectrum [I {which is commonly grouped with optical},J,H,K,L,M,N, etc].

(Wikipedia Contributors) Due to some of these bands being absorbed by Earth’s atmosphere, a

large amount of infrared telescopes are space telescopes [i.e. James Webb Space Telescope],

although some infrared telescopes are built on Earth [such as the ]. (Wikipedia Contributors) For

the purposes of this experiment and paper, I will be using the astronomical definition of bands to

refer to specific bands of infrared.

Measuring and Observing Near-Infrared

Most digital cameras are capable of seeing slightly beyond the visible light spectrum, (Wikipedia

Contributors) but have filters that limit the amount of infrared received and makes it so that only

visible light can easily pass through and be observed through the camera, which is referred to as

a UV-IR cut filter.  A common method for observing near-infrared using cameras is by replacing

the UV-IR cut filter with a filter that only allows near-infrared light to pass through.

Transmittance through Earth’s Atmosphere

The I-band is the main astronomical band that can be observed using this method as it is mostly

not absorbed by Earth’s atmosphere and fits inside the range that digital cameras can observe.
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The graph below shows the percentage of electromagnetic radiation from space with

wavelengths ranging from visible light [400 nm to 700 nm] to 15 μm that is able to not get

absorbed through Earth’s atmosphere due to atmospheric gasses. The graph shows that light

within the I-band [0.7 μm to 1 μm, with the numbers on the horizontal line corresponding to the

amount of micrometers] is easily transmitted through Earth’s atmosphere with one slight drop at

approximately 0.7 and another larger drop in transmittance caused by H2O [water] (Wikipedia

Contributors)

Overall Question

Given the information provided in this background information, the question that can be asked

and researched is: How does light pollution affect the ambient brightness of the night sky in the

near-infrared range of light?
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Scientific Studies on Near-IR Light Pollution

Near infrared measurements in Croatian site

This experiment was performed in Croatia in 2011 and was done to measure light pollution in

near-infrared wavelengths [0.7 μm to 1.0 μm]. The method for measuring light pollution was to

measure how sky brightness increased at different angles from looking directly upward [also

known as zenith distance] and how quickly light pollution levels changed. (Anderić et al.)

Procedures

The researchers used a fisheye lens to capture the sky in its entirety and got the photos in infrared

via using a modded camera that had the UV-IR cut filter removed and was replaced with a clear

quartz window and had another filter added that only allowed light with wavelengths longer 800

nm to pass through and allows all light with wavelengths above 860 nm to pass through. They

were able to use computer software to measure the data which consisted of photos taken from the

previously mentioned camera. They also used a modified sky quality meter, which had its

IR-blocking filter removed and used other filters to center on specific spectral regions, to test out

if the device could potentially and reliably be used in later experiments. (Anderić et al.)

Data Gathered/Results

The researchers had been studying light pollution for eight years and had been researching

infrared for five years. Due to the climate of Croatia being humid and warm in the summer,

aerosols in the atmosphere and dew on the cameras were more prevalent. Croatia is also a

densely populated country with towns and cities close to each other, thus causing light pollution

to be prevalent throughout Croatia. However, they, the researchers, were still able to observe that

in near-infrared, the Milky Way galaxy was more prevalent in the images and that night sky
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brightness had a slower increase with increasing zenith distance, indicating that light pollution

has less of an effect when observing in near-infrared. (Anderić et al.) They also used the

aforementioned modified sky quality meter and got similar results to analyzing data from the

modified camera, the researchers also noted that it was easy for the data received from the sky

quality meter to be spoiled by direct light sources. For the small amount of light pollution near

zenith, the researchers were able to measure a spectrum and gather that the spectral lines within

the light pollution lined up with the spectral lines from sodium lamps which were the dominant

lighting source in Croatia at the time the paper was published. However, the lamps that

contributed to the light pollution were largely being replaced with metal-halide lamps which has

more of an effect in near-infrared and could worsen light pollution in Croatia. Other sites that

were tested showed similar results that near-infrared light pollution is less severe than visible

light pollution and the light pollution that is noticable is from sodium lamps. (Anderić et al.)

Revised Question and Project Relevance

The relevance to this project comes from the fact that they were measuring light pollution in

near-infrared which is highly similar to this experiment but they were able to perform more

analysis than I can due to them using a proper camera rather than just a SQM. This was the only

properly documented experiment that was solely about the topic of measuring light pollution in

near-infrared published in a scientific journal. Given the experiment mentioned the usage of

using a SQM for measuring light pollution and the aforementioned restrictions, the revised

question for this experiment is: How does near-infrared light pollution affect the values produced

by a modified Sky Quality Meter?

Mitigation of LEO Satellite Brightness and Trail Effects on the Rubin Observatory LSST
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This paper covers studies on how light reflected from artificial satellites in low-Earth-orbit

[Abbreviated as LEOs] would affect the ability for the LSST [Legacy Survey of Space and Time]

from the Vera C. Rubin Observatory to contain proper images without streaks from man-made

satellites. (Tyson et al.) It was calculated that if 48 thousand satellites were to be launched into

space without dimming technologies, then 1 percent of all pixels in the image database taken at

nautical twilight would have to be masked in order to still have seemingly clean images. (Tyson

et al.)

About these satellites

During nautical twilight, the position of LEO satellites allows them to be seen without a

telescope due to them reflecting sunlight, which could potentially make taking long exposures of

the night sky practically worthless if a satellite crosses into view. (Tyson et al.) The type of

satellite that the paper worried about were the SpaceX Starlink satellites which would provide

broadband internet connectivity in the near future. (Tyson et al.)

How this relates to infrared

Although the experiment was clearly not solely about image artifacts in astronomical images

taken in near-infrared caused by satellites, when the calculations of how the satellites’ reflections

would affect the images taken from the observatory, it showed how the brightness would be

affected in different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. (Tyson et al.) Among these bands,

the I-band was included and the artifacts from the satellites’ reflections would have an impact on

any potential images captured that exponentially decreased with decreasing apparent magnitude

in all measures of potential interference with images taken by the Rubin observatory. (Tyson et

al.)

Relation to this experiment
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Although measuring the light pollution caused by satellites can not be done in this experiment

due to the tool being used not being a camera and only outputting a single value based on the

amount of light based on where it is pointed at, it does show that this could be another

experiment done in the future similar to this experiment measuring light pollution from highly

reflective artificial satellites instead of light pollution from artificial sources of ground light.
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Materials

In this experiment, the following materials were used:

- 2 Unihedron Sky Quality Meters (- L)

- One of which has the UV-IR cut filter removed from its sensor

- HOYA R72 Infrared filter

- 46mm was used in this experiment, but the size of the filter isn’t important

- Data Notebook

- 2 people

- One person needs to hold the SQM-L device (and hold the infrared filter if

Near-IR data is being gathered) and needs to communicate the output number to

the other person

- Method of Transportation

- Pencil to write data in notebook

- Screwdrivers to modify one SQM-L device.
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Operational Definitions

- Mags: A unit used to measure brightness of astronomical objects which works on a

logarithmic scale where an object having a mags value is six less than another mags value

indicates that the object is 100 times brighter than the other object.

- Arcsec: Short for arc-second, this is an angle measurement that is 1/3600th of a degree

whereas arcsec2 is a measure of area on a sphere’s surface. For scale, an arcsec on Earth

would be 4.9 meters or 16 feet on average and an arcsec2 on Earth would be

approximately 24.01 m^2 or 258 sq ft on average.

- mags/arcsec2: This is the unit used for numbers outputted by the SQM-L device which as

indicated by the way it is written and the units used, is the brightness per region of a field

of view.

- Sky Quality Meter: A handheld device that has a single button which when pressed, a

display outputs the average brightness in the device’s field of view (mags/arcsec2)

- Zenith: A term used in astronomy for the point the night sky directly upwards from a

person’s/object’s perspective.
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Procedures

Once all supplies had been collected, the following procedures were conducted:

SQM-L modification

1. Four screws were found on the back of the SQM-L device, one of the screws had a

“Made in Canada” sticker covering one of the screws, this was removed temporarily.

2. Once the device’s back plate had been removed, a small, thin, blue-tinted, glass-like

object was found in between the actual sensor and a lens. This was non-temporarily

removed.

3. Once the aforementioned glass-like object was removed, the back plate was screwed back

on, allowing the SQM-L device to be used properly.

Data Collection

1. Before collecting data, a SQM-L device was modified as per the procedures above and

the sky surrounding the zenith was clear, or more simply, there were no clouds overhead.

2. Once the conditions above in step 1 were satisfied, the desired location to do the

experiment was traveled to by car if data was not being taken at Home

3. Once the location had been arrived to, all materials necessary were taken out of the car

and the SQM-L devices were point up towards the zenith while another person had a

notebook ready to write data down

4. If Near-IR data was being collected, the Near-IR filter was placed in front of the

SQM-L’s sensor
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5. Each SQM-L device was being used to collect data points in the form of numbers and the

output numbers were communicated to the person holding the data notebook. This

process was repeated 10 times per night

6. Steps 1 to 5 can be repeated for more than one night. As is what happened with Home

data

Results

Raw Data:

Home:

Visible Near-IR
Date
(MM/DD/YYYY):

20.63 20.93 11/18/2022

20.68 21

20.72 21.02

20.36 21.02

20.33 21

20.71 20.99

20.66 20.99

20.65 20.98

20.9 21

20.68 21

20.6 20.91 12/11/2022

20.5 20.84

20.49 20.84

20.77 20.84

20.68 20.8

20.4 20.84

20.58 20.83

20.46 20.83

20.54 20.81

20.54 20.84
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Grandparents:

Visible: Near-IR:

19.14 20.57 12/23/2022

19.14 20.56

19.16 20.5

19.33 20.32

18.97 20.56

19.3 20.55

19.07 20.37

18.75 20.35

19.16 20.56

18.74 20.43

University:

Visible: Near-IR:

16.48 18.55 12/23/2022

16.45 18.89

16.36 18.35

16.36 18.54

16.39 19.28

16.1 17.94

16.36 19.37

15.06 18.71

14.41 17.85

15.65 18.04
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Statistics Tables:

Home (11/18/2022)

Visible Near-IR

St Dev: 0.168839174 0.02540778533

Mean: 20.632 20.993

Home (12/11/2022)
Visible Near-IR

St Dev: 0.1081357172 0.02898275349

Mean: 20.556 20.838

Home (Combined)

Visible Near-IR

St Dev: 0.1433949276 0.08382155231

Mean: 20.594 20.9155

Maternal Grandparents’ House:

Visible Near-IR

St Dev: 0.2020560978 0.0997830981

Mean: 19.076 20.477

University of Arizona Campus:

Visible: Near-IR:

St Dev: 0.7073864259 0.5279688543

Mean: 15.962 18.552
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ANOVA Test (Visible):

ANOVA Test (Near-IR):

(Note: For the ANOVA Test p-value, 1.1102e-16 appears to be the lowest non-zero number that

the program can possibly output)
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Pictures:
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Conclusions

Summary:

In both the Visible and Near-IR measurements for sky brightness, the data shows a similar trend

where sky brightness both go up in more heavily built-up city areas. Near-IR appeared to not

become as bright as quickly compared to measurements in Visible. This somewhat agrees with

the hypothesis that if visible light pollution can be seen by the naked eye, then there should be

more Near-IR light pollution because of how similarly Near-IR acts compared to visible light.

However, as stated previously, Near-IR light pollution was somewhat less prevalent than visible

light pollution (See above charts).

None of the error bars in either the Visible or Near-IR graphs overlap with each other and the

ANOVA Test p-values for both sets of data are at most trillionths of 0.05 percent indicating that

there is indeed an effect on night sky brightness caused by light pollution in both Visible and

Near-IR.

Analysis and Potential Further Research

As shown by charts and statistics tables, University data appeared to have a significantly higher

standard deviation (higher variance in data) compared to other locations. This is most likely due

to the fact that the SQM-L devices were being held directly by hand and given that human arms

typically aren’t completely still, especially whilst holding something, and that there were bright

street lights where the data was measured, this likely caused a lot of variance in night sky

brightness in different regions thereby likely creating large variance in data collected from the

SQM-L devices and creating a large standard deviation in charts and statistics.

In fact, looking at the statistics tables for Visible data sets, the standard deviations are greater

than Near-IR standard deviations at all locations where this experiment was conducted. This
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phenomena that visible sky brightness seemingly flickers in brightness compared to near-infrared

could very well be the main question for further scientific research into the subject of light

pollution and night sky brightness  Another possible experiment candidate would be to do this

process in different cities where different light sources are used and measuring the impact on

light pollution in Near-IR depending on the light source. In this experiment, the devices used to

measure ambient night sky brightness were being held by hand, and with the Near-IR data, the

filter was being carried with another hand, this could be improved via using proper stands and

handle to place the SQM-L devices on and use something to keep the Near-IR filter on the

corresponding device to ensure more precise measuring.
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